THE YEAR AHEAD (2018)
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1. Your Birth Chart:

2. General Explanation of your Birth Chart:
Your Birth ascendant/ Lagan
Lord of Birth ascendant/ Lagan
Moon Sign
Moon Sign Lord
Nakshatra
Nakshatra Lord
Charan

Libra
Venus
Capricorn
Saturn
Dhanishta
Mars
2

3. Different aspects of your life
Health:
The planets that represent the house of health in general and naturally signify
vitality are............................
Profession:
The lord of the house governing profession is weak in your birth chart. Its natal
weakness results in..............................

Finance:
The planet that represents the house of income is favourably placed in your birth
chart. Its good placement is usually......................
Relationship:
The lords of the houses governing spouse, marriage, conjugal bliss, continuity of
family
etc.
are
weak
in
your
birth
chart.
These
weaknesses
might.............................
4. Present Main Period:
At present you are passing through the main period of Jupiter. Jupiter rules the
house of efforts, ambitions, competition, disputes, litigation, resistance power,
etc. in your birth chart. It naturally signifies knowledge and wealth. Jupiter is
weak in......................................
5. The Operating Sub Period/s during Next twelve months:
You would be passing through the sub period of Mercury in the main period of
Jupiter during the period under consideration. Mercury is ruler of the house of
fortune, foreign, losses, unforeseen expenses, expenditure on health, foreign etc.
in your birth chart. It naturally signifies intellect, logic and communication skills.
Mercury is weak in your birth chart........................
6. The sensitive time frames:
Jun 2018





Watch out for....
A sense of.........
Decide your priorities.....

Sep 2018





You might remain..........
Your expenses are...........
The period is upsetting............

Nov-Dec 2018





You should rein........
Your health might.............
Uncertainties and.......................

7. Your Question:
Question: How would be my marital life during next twelve months?
Answer: I have analysed your birth chart with respect to your question.

The analysis indicates that most of the planets pertaining to marital life are weak
in.................................
We wish you best of luck
Astrobuddy team

